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Instructions to the mechanic

To ensure correct display of 
AutoFrontal, we recommend to use
Google Chrome as your internet 
browser.

Important!

If necessary, see our instructions to 
install shortcut icon to AutoFrontal.
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Enter the reg. No. of the car or identify the car manually



Use the search engine to find the information you need
e.g.
Fault codes: P2015, P0300, U0101, P2002 etc.
Symptoms: Noise, cut outs, MIL on etc.
Systems: Turbo, EGR, AdBlue, transmission etc.
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Always start by using the search engine to find the information you search for



The search engine found 1 bulletin that matches this engine (specific).

Search for fault code (for a specific car):
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If you wish to see the meaning of the fault code for other car models 
of the same car brand or possibly of other car brands, you can
search for this information under the tab called Fault codes. 

Search for fault code (for all models):

P0016 is an 
OBD ll code
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Search for fault code (for all models):

You will often see
that a fault code
may have different
meanings depending
on car brand.

This indicates that there
are bulletins for this OBD 
ll fault code. Click here to 
see bulletins.
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Search for fault code (for all models):

Here, you can see bulletins linked
to the fault code you searched
for. This may be a source of 
inspiration, if you have run out of 
ideas for further troubleshooting.
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Search via category

Sometimes, you may be short of ideas for 
search words.
Instead, you can select categories and see
bulletins within the selected category.

E.g. select service to see the bulletins we
believe you should pay attention to during
service of the selected car.
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Service info in AutoFrontal
All the relevant bulletins the workshop needs, when doing a service inspection on the car 

Indicator for brake wear on, even though the brake pads
have been replaced??

How to delete AdBlue message ”No start in xxxx km”

How to perform service of sunroof and panorama glass
roof
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Grading of bulletins

Critical bulletins are always shown at the 
top of the page



Search via symptom
Sometimes a symptom is all you’ve got

Another option is to see which models are
connected to a symptom.
Find inspiration to your troubleshooting in 
the symptom list.
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Small misfires or lack of power do not always trigger fault
codes, and if they do, those codes can be misleading, even
if fault codes are the most common lead to a bulletin or 
repair solution. Search by symptom is a nice feature and 
sometimes the only way to identify the cause.
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Critical bulletins! 
In only 3 clicks, the most important bulletins that garages should pay attention to during work on the car are displayed.

If you do not write a search word but instead click ”show all”, 
all bulletins for the selected car are displayed. The critical
bulletins are always displayed on the top of the page. 
Those are the ones that Elektro Partner reckons should be
paid most attention by the garage when the car is in for 
service.
E.g. at the risk of engine breakdown.
See examples on the next page..
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Examples of a critical bulletin:

BMW
Bulletin No. 5285

Audi 0B5
Bulletin No. 6003

Mazda 2.2 SKYACTIV
Bulletin No. 5740

BMW
Bulletin No. 5479

Noise?Water 
consumption?

Risk of losing
the oil filter?



Search for the exact bulletin No.

We often refer to other bulletins.
Here, you can search for the exact
bulletin No. Regardless which car you
have selected.

Bulletin No.
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Measuring methods
Only few mechanics remember the function/measuring procedure in all systems of the car, which are used today.

We have gathered general information regarding function, measurement and system overview for various systems to help the 
mechanic making a correct diagnosis during troubleshooting.

Under categories, you will find Measuring methods.
This is general information on system descriptions and 
troubleshooting procedures, which can be useful if you are in 
doubt about how the system works, in which you are
troubleshooting. It resembles independent study in a system.
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Measuring methods
Examples of system overviews and tips to test components 

EGR - Low pressure type
Bulletin No. 5734

Most bus
Bulletin No. 5784

AdBlue injector
Bulletin No. 5235

EV- High voltage
battery circuit
Bulletin No. 5706
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